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Abstract
LetG denote either a special orthogonal group or a symplectic group defined over the complex
numbers. We prove the following saturation result for G: given dominant weights λ1, . . . , λr
such that the tensor product VNλ1⊗· · ·⊗VNλr contains nonzero G-invariants for some N ≥ 1, we
show that the tensor product V2λ1 ⊗· · ·⊗V2λr also contains nonzero G-invariants. This extends
results of Kapovich–Millson and Belkale–Kumar and complements similar results for the general
linear group due to Knutson–Tao and Derksen–Weyman. Our techniques involve the invariant
theory of quivers equipped with an involution and the generic representation theory of certain
quivers with relations.
1 Introduction.
Throughout, we fix an algebraically closed field K. We shall assume that K is of characteristic 0 in
the introduction. However, as some results in this paper extend to positive characteristic, we will
mention what assumptions we make on the characteristic within each section of the paper.
When G is a reductive group defined over K, and λ is a dominant weight of G, the notation Vλ
denotes an irreducible representation of G with highest weight λ. Also, if W is a representation of
G, we use WG to denote the subspace of G-invariants. The following theorem is the main result of
the paper.
Theorem 1.1. Let G be either a special orthogonal or symplectic group, and let λ1, . . . , λr be
dominant weights of G. If (VNλ1⊗· · ·⊗VNλr)
G 6= 0 for some N ≥ 1, then (V2λ1 ⊗· · ·⊗V2λr)
G 6= 0.
We say that 2 is a saturation factor for the special orthogonal and symplectic groups. We
will use the notation SO(m), O(m), and Sp(2n) to mean special orthogonal, orthogonal, and
symplectic groups, respectively.
Corollary 1.2. Let G be the spin group Spin(m), and let λ1, . . . , λr be dominant weights of G. If
(VNλ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ VNλr)
G 6= 0 for some N ≥ 1, then (V4λ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ V4λr)
G 6= 0.
Proof. If λ is a dominant weight of Spin(m), then 2λ is a dominant weight of SO(m), and the
action of Spin(m) factors through SO(m) on each V4λi .
1.1 History and related results.
Before we give an outline for the proof of Theorem 1.1, we mention some historical context for the
theorem and some results that have previously been proven in this direction.
The results start with the so-called saturation conjecture proven by Knutson–Tao [KT] and
Derksen–Weyman [DW1].
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Theorem (Knutson–Tao, Derksen–Weyman). Let λ1, . . . , λr be dominant weights of G = GL(n).
If (VNλ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ VNλr)
G 6= 0, then (Vλ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vλr)
G 6= 0.
This problem itself was inspired by Klyachko’s solution [Kly] of Horn’s problem of characterizing
the possible eigenvalues of Hermitian matrices A1, . . . , Ar whose sum is 0. We leave the details out
and refer to Fulton’s paper [Ful] for a survey and further references.
When r = 3, this theorem can be restated in terms of the Littlewood–Richardson rule (see
[Wey, Theorem 2.3.4] or [Pro, §12.5]), which gives an explicit combinatorial recipe for calculating
the dimension of the G-invariant subspace of a triple tensor product, or equivalently, for calculating
tensor product multiplicities. However, the formulation of this rule is not conducive to proving the
saturation property. The proof of Knutson–Tao involves formulating a new combinatorial rule which
more manifestly possesses the saturation property. However, this approach seems to be difficult to
generalize. Our paper will follow the ideas of Derksen–Weyman. Before reviewing the ideas from
that paper, we mention some other saturation results to put Theorem 1.1 into perspective. We
refer the reader to [Kum] for more results and conjectures related to tensor product multiplicities.
Theorem (Kapovich–Millson). Let G be a simple connected group over K, and let λ1, . . . , λr be
dominant weights of G such that λ1 + · · · + λr is in the root lattice of G. Let k be the least
common multiple of the coefficients of the highest root of G written in terms of simple roots. If
(VNλ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ VNλr)
G 6= 0 for some N ≥ 1, then (Vk2λ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vk2λr)
G 6= 0.
See [KM, Corollary 7.3 and Remark 7.2]. For the special orthogonal and symplectic groups,
this gives a saturation factor of 4, which our Theorem 1.1 improves to 2 (and drops the assumption
that λ1 + · · · + λr be in the root lattice). The improvements for the odd orthogonal groups and
symplectic groups have previously been shown by Belkale and Kumar [BK, Theorems 6 and 7]. So
Theorem 1.1 provides a new result for G = SO(2n). Even in the known cases of the odd orthogonal
groups and symplectic groups, we believe that our proof still has merit in that the ideas are uniform
with respect to the classical groups and in some sense are more elementary. Corollary 1.2 provides
a slight improvement to the general result of Kapovich–Millson as the next example shows.
Example 1.3. Let G = Spin(10), label the Dynkin diagram D5 as
4
1 2 3 5
and let ω1, . . . , ω5 be the corresponding fundamental weights. Then V
⊗2
4(ω2+ω4+ω5)
⊗ V4(2ω1+ω2+ω5)
contains a nonzero G-invariant, but 2(ω2 + ω4 + ω5) + (2ω1 + ω2 + ω5) is not in the root lattice.
Furthermore, none of these weights are sums of minuscule weights. 
The relevance of the condition that λ1+ · · ·+λr be in the root lattice is that (Vλ1 ⊗· · · ⊗Vλr)
G
can only be nonzero if this condition holds: λ1 + · · · + λr and 0 would be weights of the tensor
product, and any weights of a representation are equal modulo the root lattice. Conjecturally, the
saturation constant in the general result of Kapovich and Millson for the even spin group can be
shown to be 1. The index of the root lattice in the weight lattice for SO(2n + 1), Sp(2n), and
SO(2n), is 2, 1, and 2, respectively, so this conjecture includes the statement of Theorem 1.1. This
more general statement has been proven for Spin(8), see [KKM].
Example 1.4. Theorem 1.1 cannot be strengthened by replacing even saturation with actual
saturation because the condition that λ1 + · · · + λr be in the root lattice is not a linear condition.
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More explicitly, we have the following tensor product decompositions in types B, C, and D:
V(1) ⊗ V(1) = V(2) ⊕ V(1,1) ⊕ V(0)
V(2) ⊗ V(2) = V(4) ⊕ V(3,1) ⊕ V(2,2) ⊕ V(2) ⊕ V(1,1) ⊕ V(0),
where we have identified weights with partitions as in Section 4.1. In other words, (V ⊗3(1) )
G = 0 but
(V ⊗3(2) )
G 6= 0. Note that the weight (3) is in the root lattice in type B, but not in types C and D, so
even taking into account the root lattice condition, the saturation factor cannot be 1 for type B.
Counterexamples are also known for type C. 
1.2 Outline of the paper.
We first outline the proof of saturation for the general linear group due to Derksen–Weyman [DW1].
That paper is a study of the semi-invariants of quivers without oriented cycles, see Section 2.1 for
definitions. The connection to tensor product multiplicities is as follows. Given dominant weights
λ1, . . . , λr for GL(n), one can produce a quiver Q, a dimension vector β, and a weight θ such that
(VNλ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ VNλr)
GL(n) ∼= SI(Q,β)Nθ (1.5)
for any N ≥ 1. So the saturation problem can be reduced to proving a related saturation problem
for semi-invariants of the quiver Q. In fact, they prove this saturation result for any quiver without
oriented cycles. More precisely, one proves the following equivalences:
SI(Q,β)Nθ 6= 0 ⇐⇒ Ext
1(Nα, β) = 0 ⇐⇒ Ext1(α, β) = 0 ⇐⇒ SI(Q,β)θ 6= 0, (1.6)
see Section 3.1.3 for definitions.
The benefit from working in this more general context is that it allows reductions to smaller
quivers or smaller dimension vectors that are not necessarily related to tensor product multiplicities.
There are actually two key inductions. Given a representation W of Q, Schofield [Sch1] introduced
the determinantal semi-invariant cW which is a nonzero function if and only if Ext1(W,β) generically
vanishes. The main result of [DW1] is that the spaces of semi-invariants are linearly spanned by
the cW for various representations W of dimension α. This provides the first and third equivalences
above. Their proof involves a series of reductions to smaller quivers with the base case being the
generalized Kronecker quiver on two vertices. The second equivalence was provided by Schofield
[Sch2], who showed that the dimension of the generic extension group Ext1(α, β) can be calculated
recursively from smaller dimension vectors, and the form of this recursion shows that the dimension
is 0 if and only if α satisfies a finite system of linear inequalities that depend only on β and θ.
So one may hope that the ideas in the above proof can be generalized to the other classical
groups. In trying to get an analogue of (1.5) for the orthogonal and symplectic groups, one needs
to introduce two complications to the quiver Q. First, one introduces an involution on Q and
restricts to studying the representations compatible with this involution. We call these symmetric
quivers and their symmetric representations. Second, one replaces the path algebraKQ by a certain
quotient ring KQ/I. Geometrically, both of these complications amount to restricting to certain
subvarieties of the representation varieties of Q.
With regard to the first complication, the spaces of semi-invariants are no longer spanned by
the determinantal semi-invariants. The fact responsible for this is that the determinant of a generic
skew-symmetric matrix is the square of its Pfaffian. Motivated by this, we introduce Pfaffian semi-
invariants as square roots of determinantal semi-invariants and show that they linearly span the
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space of semi-invariants for symmetric quivers. This is the content of Section 2. We remark that
we know of no general criterion for a determinantal semi-invariant to possess a square root.
The second complication has the following effect. Any submodule of a projective module over
KQ is also projective. This is the same as saying that the global dimension of KQ is at most 1.
This fact was used extensively in Schofield’s proofs. In general, the global dimension of KQ/I is
bigger than 1. In our case, it is 2, so the problem is not so bad, but Schofield’s results no longer
apply. To get around this, we extend Schofield’s results in Section 3 in the case of global dimension
2 under certain assumptions which are sufficient for our applications.
Finally, in Section 4, we combine these two generalizations to prove the analogue of (1.6).
Conventions.
All topological notions refer to the Zariski topology. For us, a variety is a separated finite type
scheme over K which need not be irreducible nor reduced. Any field that is implicitly used in this
paper refers to the algebraically closed field K. The set of integers is denoted by Z, and the set of
nonnegative integers is denoted by N.
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2 Semi-invariants of symmetric quivers.
2.1 Quivers.
As a general reference for quivers, we refer to [ASS]. In this section, no assumption on the charac-
teristic of K is made. A quiver Q is the data (Q0, Q1, t, h) where Q0 is the vertex set, Q1 is the
arrow set, and t, h : Q1 → Q0 are functions. For a ∈ Q1 we call ta and ha its tail and head and
depict it by the following diagram:
ta
a
−→ ha,
so that the definitions of paths, cycles, etc. should be self-evident. The path algebra KQ is
defined as a vector space to be the finite linear combinations of paths in Q. The product of two
paths p1 and p2 is defined to be the concatenation p1p2 if this is a well-defined path (the sequence
an · · · a1 means the path that starts with a1 and ends with an) and is 0 otherwise.
We will always assume that Q0 is finite and that Q has no directed cycles.
2.1.1 Representations.
Elements β ∈ NQ0 are dimension vectors. The Euler form 〈, 〉Q : Z
Q0 × ZQ0 → Z is
〈α, β〉Q =
∑
x∈Q0
α(x)β(x) −
∑
a∈Q1
α(ta)β(ha).
When Q is clear from context, we will drop the subscript. We define the representation variety
Rep(Q,β) =
⊕
a∈Q1
Hom(Kβ(ta),Kβ(ha)),
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and the groups
GL(Q,β) =
∏
x∈Q0
GL(Kβ(x)), SL(Q,β) =
∏
x∈Q0
SL(Kβ(x))
which act on Rep(Q,β) via
(gx)x∈Q0 · (ϕa)a∈Q1 = (ghaϕag
−1
ta )a∈Q1 .
A representation of Q of dimension β is the assignment of a vector space V (x) of dimension β(x)
for each x ∈ Q0, as well as a linear map Va : V (ta)→ V (ha) for each a ∈ Q1. In this case, we write
dimV = β. A morphism of two representations ϕ : V →W is a collection of linear maps (ϕx)x∈Q0
such that the evident squares all commute. Geometrically, representations of Q correspond to
K-points in Rep(Q,β), and two representations are isomorphic if and only if they belong to the
same GL(Q,β)-orbit. Algebraically, representations of Q are the same as (left) modules of the
path algebra KQ. This latter definition makes it clear how we can define extensions, projective
resolutions, etc.
2.1.2 Semi-invariants.
For an affine variety X, we denote its coordinate ring by K[X]. For a quiver Q and dimension
vector β ∈ NQ0 , we define the ring of semi-invariants as the invariants
SI(Q,β) = K[Rep(Q,β)]SL(Q,β).
We grade it by the characters χ of GL(Q,β)
SI(Q,β)χ = {f ∈ SI(Q,β) | g · f = χ(g)f for all g ∈ GL(Q,β)}.
We call χ the weight of these semi-invariants. The characters of GL(Q,β) are of the form
(gx)x∈Q0 7→
∏
x∈Q0
(det gx)
σ(x)
for σ ∈ ZQ0 . Hence we can identify weights with elements of ZQ0 .
For x, y ∈ Q0, let [x, y] denote the K-vector space whose basis is the paths from x to y. The
indecomposable projective representations of Q are indexed by Q0: for x ∈ Q0, set Px to be the
representation with Px(y) = [x, y] for y ∈ Q0 and Px,a : [x, ta] → [x, ha] is the natural map which
appends the arrow a to the end of a path from x to ta. There is a canonical resolution for each
representation V of Q
0→
⊕
a∈Q1
V (ta)⊗ Pha
dV
−−→
⊕
x∈Q0
V (x)⊗ Px → V → 0,
where the differential dV is described as follows. Given v ⊗ p ∈ V (ta) ⊗ Pha, send it to (V (ta) ⊗
Pta)⊕ (V (ha)⊗Pha), where the map to the first factor is induced by the inclusion Pha ⊂ Pta given
by appending a to the beginning of a path, and the map to the second factor is −Va ⊗ 1Pha .
Given another representation W , we define dVW = Hom(d
V ,W ). We can also define dVW by⊕
x∈Q0
Hom(V (x),W (x))
dV
W−−→
⊕
a∈Q1
Hom(V (ta),W (ha))
(ϕx)x∈Q0 7→ (ϕhaVa −Waϕta)a∈Q1
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Let α = dimV and β = dimW . In the case that 〈α, β〉 = 0, dVW is a map between vector spaces
of the same dimension. By fixing bases, we can define its determinant cVW = det d
V
W . This is only
well-defined up to a nonzero scalar multiple, but this choice will not be important for us. Then cV
gives a polynomial function on Rep(Q,β), which is a semi-invariant of weight σ◦α defined by
σ◦α(x) = 〈α, εx〉 (2.1)
where εx is the vector defined by εx(x) = 1 and εx(y) = 0 for y 6= x. These semi-invariants are called
determinantal semi-invariant. See [Sch1] for some basic properties. We recall a fundamental
result on semi-invariants of quivers due to Derksen and Weyman [DW1, Theorem 1].
Theorem (Derksen–Weyman). Let Q be a quiver without oriented cycles and let β ∈ NQ0. Then
SI(Q,β) is linearly spanned by determinantal semi-invariants cV where 〈dimV, β〉 = 0.
2.2 Symmetric quivers.
Suppose that the characteristic is different from 2.
Let τ denote an involution τ : Q0 → Q0 and τ : Q1 → Q1 such that tτ(a) = τ(ha) and hτ(a) =
τ(ta). We pick a sign function defined on the τ -fixed vertices and arrows s : Qτ0 ∪ Q
τ
1 → {±1}.
The data (Q0, Q1, τ, s) is a symmetric quiver. If Q is a symmetric quiver, then Q
◦ denotes the
underlying quiver. Our definition of symmetric quiver is called a signed quiver in [Shm]. For
i = 0, 1, we can partition
Qi = Q
+
i ∪Q
τ
i ∪Q
−
i ,
such that Qτi is the fixed point set of τ and Q
−
i = τ(Q
+
i ). Also, we set Q
τ±
0 to be the set of x ∈ Q
τ
0
such that s(x) = ±1, so Qτ0 = Q
τ+
0 ∪Q
τ−
0 .
2.2.1 Representations.
A dimension vector β ∈ NQ0 is symmetric if β(τ(x)) = β(x) for all x ∈ Q0 and β(x) is even
whenever x ∈ Q
τ+
0 . Given a symmetric dimension vector β, a symmetric representation V of
dimension β is defined by assigning a vector space V (x) of dimension β(x) to each x ∈ Q+0 ∪Q
τ
0 . For
x ∈ Q+0 , we assign the dual vector space V (τ(x)) = V (x)
∗ to τ(x). For x ∈ Q
τ+
0 , we endow V (x) with
a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form, and for x ∈ Q
τ−
0 , we endow V (x) with a nondegenerate
skew-symmetric bilinear form. In particular, the form gives an isomorphism Jx : V (x) → V (x)
∗
that we fix. Note that J−1x = J
∗
x = εJx where x ∈ Q
τε
0 . For each a ∈ Q1, we assign a linear map
Va : V (ta)→ V (ha) such that
1. If a ∈ Qτε1 , then Va = εV
∗
a where we are identifying V (ta) and V (ta)
∗∗ in the canonical way.
2. If a ∈ Q+1 and ta, ha /∈ Q
τ
0 , then Va = V
∗
τ(a).
3. If a ∈ Q+1 and ha ∈ Q
τ
0 , then Vτ(a) = V
∗
a Jha, and similarly if instead ta ∈ Q
τ
0 .
We define the symmetric representation variety
SRep(Q,β) =
⊕
a∈Q+1
Hom(Kβ(ta),Kβ(ha))⊕
⊕
a∈Q
τ+
1
Sym2(Kβ(ta))∗ ⊕
⊕
a∈Q
τ−
1
2∧
(Kβ(ta))∗
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and the corresponding groups
G(Q,β) =
∏
x∈Q+0
GL(Kβ(x))×
∏
x∈Qτ0
s(x)=1
O(Kβ(x))×
∏
x∈Qτ0
s(x)=−1
Sp(Kβ(x))
SG(Q,β) =
∏
x∈Q+0
SL(Kβ(x))×
∏
x∈Qτ0
s(x)=1
SO(Kβ(x))×
∏
x∈Qτ0
s(x)=−1
Sp(Kβ(x)).
These groups act on the symmetric representation variety as follows (here we interpret gτ(x) = (g
−1
x )
t
where the transpose is with respect to the natural bilinear form on V (x)⊕ V (τ(x)) for x ∈ Q+0 ):
(gx)x∈Q+0 ∪Qτ0
· (ϕa)a∈Q+1 ∪Qτ1
= (ghaϕag
−1
ta )a∈Q+1 ∪Qτ1
.
We have a natural identification G(Q,β) ⊂ GL(Q◦, β) such that SRep(Q,β) is a G(Q,β)-invariant
subvariety of Rep(Q◦, β). The symmetric representations of Q correspond to the K-points of
SRep(Q,β), and isomorphism of two symmetric representations is defined as being in the same
G(Q,β)-orbit.
2.2.2 Semi-invariants.
As in Section 2.1.2, when Q is a symmetric quiver and β is a symmetric dimension vector, we define
the ring of symmetric semi-invariants
SSI(Q,β) = K[SRep(Q,β)]SG(Q,β),
which has a grading by characters of G(Q,β). The determinant is the only nontrivial character
of the orthogonal group and has order 2, while the symplectic group has no nontrivial characters.
So we can identify weights with elements of ZQ
+
0 × (Z/2)Q
τ+
0 . Now we describe the class of semi-
invariants that we study in this article.
Let V be a representation of Q◦ of dimension α. Recall the definition of the polynomial function
cV on Rep(Q◦, β) given in Section 2.1.2. We are interested in the restriction of cV to SRep(Q,β).
The weight σα ∈ Z
Q+0 × (Z/2)Q
τ+
0 is defined by
σα(x) =
{
〈α, εx − ετ(x)〉 if x ∈ Q
+
0
〈α, εx〉 if x ∈ Q
τ+
0
. (2.2)
Remark 2.3. While 〈α, εx〉 is an element of Z/2 when x ∈ Q
τ+
0 , it will be convenient for us later
to think of it as an integer. 
If the restriction of the polynomial function cV to SRep(Q,β) is the square of another polynomial
function, we define pfV to be a square root of this function. Since SI(Q,β) is a domain, this is
well-defined up to a choice of nonzero scalar since x2 = y2 implies that x = ±y. Since SG(Q,β)
has no nontrivial characters, pfV is also a semi-invariant. We call this a Pfaffian semi-invariant.
The weight of pfV is 12σα: this makes sense for x ∈ Q
+
0 ; for x ∈ Q
τ+
0 , we interpret
1
2σα(x), which
must be an integer, to be the residue of 12 〈α, εx〉 in Z/2. Since c
V⊕V = (cV )2, one can always
interpret a determinantal semi-invariant as a Pfaffian semi-invariant: cV = pfV⊕V .
Theorem 2.4. Assume that the characteristic of K is different from 2. Let Q be a symmetric
quiver without oriented cycles and let β be a symmetric dimension vector for Q. The space of
symmetric semi-invariants SSI(Q,β) is linearly spanned by the Pfaffian semi-invariants pfV such
that 〈dimV, β〉 = 0. The weight of pfV is 12σdimV .
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We remark that Theorem 2.4 was proven in the case of finite type and tame quivers without
oriented cycles in the paper [Ara] along with a determination for when the determinantal semi-
invariants admit square roots. The technique of proof in that paper involves extending the idea
of reflection functors, but our approach will follow the ideas in [DW1] closely. Hence there will
be three steps. The first step is to reduce to the case of a symmetric quiver that has a unique
sink and source and such that the weight is 1 at the sink, and 0 elsewhere. The second step is to
show how one can remove vertices of weight 0. The third and last step is to handle the case of
a symmetric quiver with two vertices. The proof will be given in Section 2.4 after we state some
necessary background from invariant theory.
2.3 Some results from invariant theory.
2.3.1 Fundamental invariants.
We recall the first fundamental theorems of invariant theory for the classical groups.
Theorem 2.5. Let V be a vector space of dimension n over a field K.
(a) We have
K[V ⊕p ⊕ (V ∗)⊕q]GL(V ) = K[ui,j],
where ui,j (1 ≤ i ≤ p, 1 ≤ j ≤ q) is the function defined by (v, f) 7→ fj(vi).
(b) Now assume that V has a skew-symmetric nondegenerate bilinear form (, ). Then
K[V ⊕p]Sp(V ) = K[ui,j]
where ui,j (1 ≤ i, j ≤ p) is the function defined by (v1, . . . , vp) 7→ (vi, vj).
(c) Now assume that the characteristic of K is different from 2 and that V has a symmetric
nondegenerate bilinear form (, ). Then
K[V ⊕p]O(V ) = K[ui,j]
where ui,j (1 ≤ i, j ≤ p) is the function defined by (v1, . . . , vp) 7→ (vi, vj).
Proof. For (a), (b), and (c), respectively, see [Pro, §13.6.3], [Pro, §13.8.5, Theorem 1], and [Pro,
§13.8.5, Theorem 2].
In the quiver context, (a) implies the following fact. Given a representation variety of a quiver of
the form Kp
A
−→ Kn
B
−→ Kq, we can interpret A as p vectors of Kn and B as q covectors. Hence the
GL(Kn)-invariants of K[A,B] is just K[AB], the subring generated by the entries of the product
AB. Both (c) and (b) have similar interpretations for symmetric representations that we will be
using later.
We will also require the following extension of Theorem 2.5(a).
Lemma 2.6. Let V be a vector space over a field K of characteristic different from 2. Define
Wp,q,r,s = V
⊕p ⊕ (V ∗)⊕q ⊕ (
2∧
V ∗)⊕r ⊕ (Sym2V ∗)⊕s.
Then
K[Wp,q,r,s]
GL(V ) = K[ui,j, εi,j,k, ηi,j,k],
where
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• εi,j,k (1 ≤ i < j ≤ p, 1 ≤ k ≤ r) is the function defined by (v, f, ξ, ζ) 7→ ξk(vi, vj),
• ηi,j,k (1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ p, 1 ≤ k ≤ s) is the function defined by (v, f, ξ, ζ) 7→ ζk(vi, vj), and
• ui,j (1 ≤ i ≤ p, 1 ≤ j ≤ q) is the function defined by (v, f, ξ, ζ) 7→ fj(vi).
Proof. This follows from [Lop, Theorem 1], but we will give a simpler proof using classical invariant
theory in the case when the characteristic of K is 0.
For the definitions of full polarization and restitution, we refer to [Pro, §3.2.2]. First we note
that the invariants of K[Wp,q,r,s] are graded by N
p+q+r+s. Given a multihomogeneous invariant,
its full polarization is a multilinear invariant function on W = Wp′,q′,r′,s′ for some p
′, q′, r′, s′ de-
pending on the degree of the invariant. We have an inclusion of GL(V )-representations W ⊂
W ′ = V ⊕p
′
⊕ (V ∗)⊕q
′
⊕ (V ∗ ⊗ V ∗)⊕(r
′+s′). The space of multilinear invariants of W ′ is (V ⊗p
′
⊗
(V ∗)⊗(q
′+2r′+2s′))GL(V ). We know from Theorem 2.5(a) that p′ = q′+2r′+2s′ and that the invari-
ants are linear combinations of the monomials uw = u1,w(1) · · · up′,w(p′) where w is in the symmetric
group Σp′ . Since we are working in characteristic 0 and GL(V ) is reductive, the restrictions of the
uw from W
′ to W generate the multilinear GL(V )-invariants. Finally, the restitution of uw to a
multihomogeneous invariant on Wp,q,r,s is a product of ui,j, εi,j,k, ηi,j,k, so our claim is proven since
every multihomogeneous invariant is the restitution of some multilinear invariant.
2.3.2 Schur functors.
We recall some facts about the representation theory of the general linear group. For this section,
we make no assumptions on the characteristic of K, except for the last two results.
Let V and W be vector spaces, and let λ = (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ) be a partition of nonnegative
integers. The notation ℓ(λ) denotes the largest n such that λn 6= 0, and λ
′ denotes the conjugate
partition of λ. For c ∈ N, we define cλ = (cλ1, cλ2, . . . ).
Let Sλ(V ) be the Schur functor, which is an irreducible representation of GL(V ) with highest
weight λ. (This is denoted Lλ′(V ) in [Wey, §2.1].) Given two representations U and U
′, we will write
U ∼ U ′ if each representation possesses a filtration such that the associated graded representations
are isomorphic. If K has characteristic 0, ∼ is the same as isomorphism.
Proposition 2.7. We have the following decompositions:
Symm(Sym2V ) ∼
⊕
|λ|=m
S2λ(V ), (2.8)
Symm(
2∧
V ) ∼
⊕
|λ|=m
S(2λ)′(V ), (2.9)
Symm(V ⊗W ) ∼
⊕
|λ|=m
Sλ(V )⊗ Sλ(W ). (2.10)
where the first two identities areGL(V )-equivariant, and the last one isGL(V )×GL(W )-equivariant.
For (2.8) and (2.9), see [Pro, Theorem 11.4.5] or [Wey, Proposition 2.3.8] and for (2.10), see
[Pro, Chapter 9, (6.3.2)] or [Wey, Corollary 2.3.3].
Corollary 2.11. Suppose that dimV = 2n and λ is a partition of n. Then Sλ(
∧2 V ) contains
SL(V )-invariants if and only if λ = (n).
Proof. By [Bof, Theorem 3.7], the tensor product of two Schur functors is ∼-equivalent to a direct
sum of Schur functors, and these multiplicities are independent of characteristic. So Sλ(
∧2 V ) is
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a subquotient of (
∧2 V )⊗n. The SL(V )-invariants of this tensor product are the submodules iso-
morphic to
∧2n V . By Pieri’s rule (see [Pro, §9.10.2] or [Wey, Corollary 2.3.5]), this representation
appears with multiplicity 1, and this comes from Symn(
∧2 V ) by (2.9).
Proposition 2.12. Assume that the characteristic of K is 0. If dimV = n, then we have an
isomorphism of GL(V )-representations Sλ(V
∗) = (
∧n V ∗)⊗λ1 ⊗ SµV where µi = λ1 − λn+1−i.
See [Pro, §2.3.3].
Proposition 2.13. Assume that the characteristic of K is 0. Write λ′ = (1d1 , . . . , (n − 1)dn−1)
and µ′ = (1e1 , . . . , (n − 1)en−1). Then Sλ(V ) ⊗ Sµ(V ) contains a nonzero SL(V )-invariant if and
only if di = en−i for i = 1, . . . , n− 1. In this case, the action of GL(V ) on these SL(V )-invariants
is via the mth power of the determinant, where m = d1 + · · · + dn−1 = e1 + · · ·+ en−1.
This follows from the previous proposition and the isomorphism Sλ(V
∗)∗ ∼= Sλ(V ) in charac-
teristic 0 [Wey, Proposition 2.1.18].
2.4 Proof of Theorem 2.4.
2.4.1 Reduction to a unique source and sink with nonzero weight.
Let Q be a symmetric quiver with a symmetric dimension vector β. It is enough to prove Theo-
rem 2.4 for each weight space of SSI(Q,β). Given a weight σ ∈ ZQ
+
0 × (Z/2)Q
τ+
0 , we lift it to some
τ -invariant weight σ◦ ∈ ZQ0 .
Form a new symmetric quiver Q as follows. We add two new vertices x− and x+. If σ
◦(x) > 0,
then we add σ◦(x) arrows x− → x and σ
◦(x) arrows τ(x)→ x+. If σ
◦(x) < 0, then we add −σ◦(x)
arrows x→ x+ and −σ
◦(x) arrows x− → τ(x). Let τ be the involution on Q0 that switches x− and
x+ and restricts to τ on Q0. Define τ on Q1 to be the same as τ on Q1 and to switch the arrows
incident to x− and x+ (we add arrows two groups at a time, so just fix an identification of these
groups). We have Q
+
0 = {x−} ∪Q
+
0 , Q
τ
0 = Q
τ
0 and Q
−
0 = {x+} ∪Q
−
0 . Also, Q
τ
1 = Q
τ
1 , while Q
±
1 is
Q±1 plus the arrows incident to x∓. Set
β(x−) = β(x+) =
∑
x∈Q+0
|σ◦(x)|β(x),
and β(x) = β(x) for all x ∈ Q0. Define a symmetric weight σ by σ(x−) = 1, and σ(x) = 0 for all
x ∈ Q+0 ∪Q
τ
0 . Also define a τ -invariant weight σ
◦ by σ◦(x±) = 1 and σ
◦(x) = 0 for all x ∈ Q0.
Given a representation W ∈ SRep(Q,β), let D(W ) be the determinant of the matrix formed
by taking the direct sum of all maps incident to x− (equivalently, all maps incident to x+). Any
function on SRep(Q,β) is naturally a function on SRep(Q,β). We claim that c 7→ Dc gives an
isomorphism
ϕ : SSI(Q,β)σ → SSI(Q,β)σ.
First, suppose that c ∈ K[SRep(Q,β)] is a symmetric semi-invariant of weight σ◦. Pick g ∈ G(Q,β).
Let W ∈ SRep(Q,β) be a symmetric representation. Then
(g ·D)(W ) =
(
det gx− ·
∏
x∈Q+0 ∪Q
τ
0
σ◦(x)>0
(det gx)
−σ◦(x) ·
∏
x∈Q+0 ∪Q
τ
0
σ◦(x)<0
(det gτ(x))
σ◦(x)
)
D(W ),
(g · c)(W ) =
( ∏
x∈Q+0 ∪Q
τ
0
(det gx)
σ◦(x)
)
c(W ),
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Noting that gτ(x) = (g
−1
x )
t when x 6= τ(x) and (det gx)
2 = 1 when x = τ(x), we see that
(g ·Dc)(W ) = (det gx−)(Dc)(W ),
so Dc is a symmetric semi-invariant of weight σ, and hence ϕ is well-defined. It is clear that ϕ is
injective, and surjectivity follows from direct calculations via (2.10).
Proposition 2.14. Use the notation above. Let V be a representation of Q such that 〈V , β〉Q = 0.
If the function cV is a square, then writing pfV = Dp, we have p = pfV for some representation V
of Q.
Proof. Given cV , we can extend it to a semi-invariant of Rep(Q,β) of weight σ◦. By [DW1,
Proposition 2], we can write cV = D−cVD+ for some representation V of Q which is supported
on the subquiver Q. The restriction of both D+ and D− to SRep(Q,β) is D, so restricting this
identity to SRep(Q,β), we get cV = D2cV . Since (pfV )2 = cV , we conclude that p2 = cV .
Therefore, to prove Theorem 2.4, we may replace Q by Q. So we may assume without loss of
generality that our symmetric quiver has a unique source (and hence a unique sink) with weight 1,
and that all other vertices have weight 0.
2.4.2 Reduction to no weight 0 vertices.
To do the second step, we find a vertex x such that σ(x) = 0 and delete {x, τ(x)} to get a new
vertex set Q′0. To define arrows Q
′
1, there are two cases to consider, depending on whether or not
τ(x) = x. In both cases, we construct a map of the form
res∗ : SSI(Q′, β′)σ′ → SSI(Q,β)σ . (2.15)
Then we show that it is surjective and that the image of a Pfaffian semi-invariant is also a Pfaffian
semi-invariant so that we can replace Q by Q′.
If x = τ(x), then for any arrows y
a
−→ x
b
−→ z, we add an arrow y
(a,b)
−−−→ z to Q′1. We define
τ ′(a, b) = (τ(b), τ(a)). For (a, b) ∈ Q′1
τ ′ , we set s′(a, b) = s(x). We define τ ′ on Q′0 to be the
restriction of τ from Q0. Similarly, let σ
′ be the restriction of σ.
Given a symmetric representation V of Q of dimension β, we define a symmetric representation
V ′ = resV of Q′ of dimension β′, where β′ is the restriction of β, by setting V(a,b) = VbVa for all
of the new arrows, and by leaving everything else as is. This gives us a map on symmetric semi-
invariants as in (2.15). If s(x) = 1, we can consider the map
⊕
y
a
−→xK
β(y) → Kβ(x) as a choice of
p =
∑
y
a
−→x β(y) vectors in K
β(x). Note that for every a ∈ Q1, at most one of a and τ(a) appears
in the sum. Hence Theorem 2.5(c) implies that (2.15) is surjective. Similarly, if s(x) = −1, we can
use Theorem 2.5(b) to conclude that (2.15) is surjective.
If x 6= τ(x), suppose that all arrows between x and τ(x) are oriented as x→ τ(x) (which we may
assume without loss of generality since Q has no directed cycles). For arrows y
a
−→ x
b
−→ τ(x)
c
−→ z,
we define an arrow y
(a,b,c)
−−−−→ z in Q′1. We define τ
′ on these arrows by τ ′(a, b, c) = (τ(c), τ(b), τ(a)).
If this arrow is τ ′-invariant, we set s(a, b, c) = s(b). Also, for arrows y
a
−→ x
c
−→ z with z 6= τ(x),
we define an arrow y
(a,c)
−−−→ z in Q′1, and we do a similar thing when x is replaced by τ(x). We set
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τ ′(a, c) = (τ(c), τ(a)). Any other arrows not incident to x or τ(x) are also added to Q′1; τ
′ and s′
are defined as the restriction of τ and s on these arrows.
Given a symmetric representationW ofQ of dimension β, we define a representationW ′ = resW
of Q′ of dimension β′, where β′ is the restriction of β, as follows. First, set W ′(y) = W (y) for all
y ∈ Q′0. For any arrow of the form y
(a,b,c)
−−−−→ z we define W ′(a,b,c) = WcWbWa. Similarly, for arrows
of the form y
(a,c)
−−−→ z we setW ′(a,c) =WcWa. For all other arrows, we defineW
′ to be the restriction
of W . This gives a map as in (2.15), which is surjective by Theorem 2.5(a) and Lemma 2.6.
Now we need to know that under (2.15), determinantal and Pfaffian semi-invariants pull back
to determinantal and Pfaffian semi-invariants, respectively.
Proposition 2.16. Use the notation above. The image of a determinantal semi-invariant cV
′
∈
SSI(Q′, β′)σ′ under (2.15) is of the form c
V for some representation V of Q. Similarly, the image
of a Pfaffian semi-invariant is a Pfaffian semi-invariant.
Proof. First we deal with determinantal semi-invariants. In the case x = τ(x), the proof of Step 2
of Theorem 1 in [DW1] works in our case. So we get V such that the pullback of cV
′
is cV .
Now we deal with the case x 6= τ(x). We define an intermediate quiver Q˜ by forgetting that Q
is a symmetric quiver and deleting x from Q◦ as in Step 2 of Theorem 1 in [DW1]. Deleting τ(x)
from Q˜ again as in Step 2 of Theorem 1 in [DW1], we get to (Q′)◦. Hence we have maps
Rep(Q◦)→ Rep(Q˜)→ Rep((Q′)◦).
Restricting the composition to SRep(Q), the image is in SRep(Q′), and we recover our restriction
map res. Now Step 2 of Theorem 1 in [DW1] implies that res∗ cV
′
= cV for some V ∈ Rep(Q,β).
Finally, if we have a Pfaffian semi-invariant pfV
′
(in either case), then (res∗ pfV
′
)2 = cV for
some V , and hence res∗ pfV
′
= pfV .
By induction, we may assume that Q has only two vertices, so we can reduce to the case of a
generalized Kronecker quiver where the weight is 1.
2.4.3 The generalized Kronecker quiver.
We have to work with the quiver Θ+p,r (respectively Θ
−
p,r) which is defined to be p arrows x−
ai−→ x+
with s(ai) = 1 (respectively s(ai) = −1) and r pairs of arrows {bi, b
′
i} such that τ(bi) = b
′
i and
τ(b′i) = bi. The dimension vector is β = (n, n), and the weight is given by σ(x−) = 1.
This case can be handled similarly to the way it was handled in [DW1]. In the case of Θ−p,r, with
dimension vector (n, n), let V = Kn. The representation variety is Hom(V, V ∗)⊕r ⊕ (
∧2 V ∗)⊕p,
which splits up in aGL(V )-equivariant way as (Sym2V ∗)⊕r⊕(
∧2 V ∗)⊕(p+r). We are only interested
in the semi-invariants of weight 1, and by (2.8), only the polynomial functions on
∧2 V ∗ can
contribute. We think of this as (
∧2 V ∗)⊗U with an action of GL(U) where U ∼= Kp+r. (We really
have p+ 2r arrows, so U is identifying the arrows that come in pairs.) By (2.10), we have
K[
2∧
V ∗ ⊗ U ] = Sym(
2∧
V ⊗ U∗) ∼
⊕
λ
Sλ(
2∧
V )⊗ Sλ(U
∗),
and Sλ(
∧2 V ) contains an SL(V )-invariant of weight 1 if and only if n is even and λ = (n/2) by
Corollary 2.11. Hence we have
SSI(Θ−p,r, (n, n))1 =
n∧
V ⊗Dn/2(U∗),
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where D denotes the divided power functor. To see this, we just note that Symn/2(
∧2 V ⊗ U∗) ⊂
Symn/2(V ⊗V ⊗U∗), and the latter module contains
∧n/2 V ⊗∧n/2 V ⊗Dn/2U∗ by the dual Cauchy
filtration for
∧n/2(V ⊗ U∗) [Wey, Theorem 2.3.2(b)].
Since Dn/2(U∗) is a highest weight module for GL(U), it is enough to show that its highest
weight vector is represented by a semi-invariant pfV for some representation V since these kinds of
semi-invariants are invariant under the action ofGL(U). Fix an ordering of the arrows a1, . . . , ap+2r.
Now define a representation W of dimension (1, p + 2r − 1) by Wa1 = 0 and Wai(1) = ei−1 for all
i > 1, where 1 is a nonzero vector of W− and e1, . . . , ep+2r−1 is a basis for W+. Then c
W = detVa1
(up to scalar multiple) and hence pfW = pf Va1 . Then pf
Wa1 is the desired highest weight vector.
The situation of Θ+p,r is similar to that of Θ
−
p,r. The representation variety instead decomposes
as (Sym2V ∗)⊕(p+r) ⊕ (
∧2 V ∗)⊕r, but we can proceed as above.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.4.
3 Semi-invariants of quivers with relations.
Suppose that the characteristic is different from 2 for this section, except in the statements of
Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.3, where the characteristic is assumed to be 0.
3.1 Quivers with relations.
Let Q be a symmetric quiver (without oriented cycles, as usual), and let KQ be its path algebra.
We let m ⊂ KQ be the two-sided ideal generated by all arrows a ∈ Q1. Given any two vertices
x, y ∈ Q0 we say that a linear combination of paths from x to y is homogeneous. A two-sided ideal
I ⊂ KQ is admissible if I ⊆ m2. We will also assume that I is τ -invariant. We denote by Q/I the
quiver with relations I, i.e., (symmetric) representations of Q/I are (symmetric) representations
V of Q for which IV = 0. The requirement on admissible ideals is for convenience, since having
an element of length 0 or 1 in the relations is equivalent to considering the quotient Q′/I ′ where
Q′ is the quiver with the corresponding vertices or edges removed, and I ′ is the ideal I with the
corresponding relations removed.
3.1.1 Representations.
The symmetric representation variety of Q/I of dimension β is denoted SRep(Q/I, β). This is a
closed subvariety of SRep(Q,β) which is SG(Q,β)-invariant. Hence the surjectionK[SRep(Q,β)]→
K[SRep(Q/I, β)] is SG(Q,β)-equivariant. If K has characteristic 0, then SG(Q,β) is linearly re-
ductive, so by semisimplicity, we get a surjective map of semi-invariants SSI(Q,β)→ SSI(Q/I, β).
However, we are not interested in the whole variety SRep(Q/I, β). In general, this variety is
reducible, so let SRep(Q/I, β)(1), . . . ,SRep(Q/I, β)(N) denote its irreducible components.
For a representation V of Q/I, let pdimV denote the projective dimension of V over KQ/I.
The global dimension of Q/I (abbreviated gldimQ/I) is defined as the largest possible projective
dimension of a module of Q/I, and is at most #Q0 − 1 (this can be proven by induction on the
number of vertices after choosing an ordering of the vertices such that arrows only go from smaller
vertices to bigger ones, but we won’t use this fact). Hence we can define a modified Euler form for
two representations V and W of Q/I with dimension vectors α = dimV and β = dimW via
〈α, β〉I =
∑
i≥0
(−1)i dimK Ext
i
Q/I(V,W ). (3.1)
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In fact, this definition depends only on the vectors α and β [ASS, Proposition III.3.13]. The
indecomposable projective modules of Q/I are indexed by Q0, and are given by Px = P
′
x/IP
′
x
where P ′x is the indecomposable projective module for Q indexed by x ∈ Q0 [ASS, Lemma III.2.4].
From this, we see that projective covers are well-defined for representations of Q/I, see also [ASS,
Theorem I.5.8].
3.1.2 Semi-invariants.
We denote the ring of semi-invariants K[SRep(Q/I, β)(j)]SG(Q,β) by SSI(Q/I, β)(j). These compo-
nents need not be invariant under G(Q,β) if Q
τ+
0 is nonempty. However, they are invariant under
SG(Q,β) since it is a connected group. We can define analogues of determinantal and Pfaffian
semi-invariants for symmetric quivers with relations. When discussing semi-invariants, we will work
modulo the nilpotent radical. This remark will not affect our main application in Section 4.2, but
we include it here for simplicity.
Given a representation V of Q/I, let
P1 → P0 → V → 0
be a minimal projective presentation of V . Given any other representation W , we define the map
d
V
W : HomKQ/I(P0,W )→ HomKQ/I(P1,W ).
If it is a square matrix, we set cVW to be its determinant. In this case, we get a determinantal
semi-invariant cV ∈ SSI(Q/I, β)(j). If this polynomial function is a square, we likewise define the
Pfaffian semi-invariant pf
V
∈ SSI(Q/I, β)(j). Similar to before, this is well-defined up to a nonzero
scalar since K[SRep(Q/I, β)(j)] is a domain.
Now let V ′ be a representation of Q and let V = V ′/IV ′ be the corresponding representation
of Q/I. The Pfaffian semi-invariant pfV
′
restricts to a semi-invariant in SSI(Q/I, β)(j) for all j. In
particular, its image is pf
V
, which can be shown using the proof of [DW2, Proposition 1]. So we
have the following result.
Proposition 3.2. Suppose that the characteristic of K is 0. Let Q be a symmetric quiver without
oriented cycles and I ⊂ KQ an admissible ideal. The Pfaffian semi-invariants pf
V
linearly span
SSI(Q/I, β)(j).
For our applications, we shall only be interested in certain kinds of irreducible components.
A component Rep(Q/I, β)(j) is faithful if whenever x ∈ KQ annihilates all representations in
Rep(Q/I, β)(j), we have x ∈ I. We make similar definitions for symmetric representation varieties.
Theorem 3.3 (Derksen–Weyman). Suppose that the characteristic of K is 0. Let Q be an acyclic
quiver and let I ⊂ KQ be an admissible ideal. Suppose that Rep(Q/I, β)(j) is a faithful component
of Rep(Q/I, β). If cV is nonzero on Rep(Q/I, β), then pdimV ≤ 1.
Proof. See [DW2, Theorem 1].
3.1.3 Reminders on semicontinuity and genericity.
Let X be a topological space and P be a partially ordered set. A function f : X → P is upper
semicontinuous if the sets X<n = {x ∈ X | f(x) < n} are open for all n ∈ P . We shall mostly
be interested in the case when P = N, so that the set where f attains its minimum is open, or the
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case when P = NQ0 for some vertex set Q0 with the partial order (dx)x∈Q0 ≤ (d
′
x)x∈Q0 if and only
if dx ≤ d
′
x for all x ∈ Q0. We list here some functions on representation varieties that are upper
semicontinuous with references for proofs. We will use these facts without explicit mention.
Let Q/I be a quiver with relations and let X = Rep(Q/I, α) and Y = Rep(Q/I, β) for some
dimension vectors α and β. The function pdim: X → N that assigns a module to its projective
dimension is upper semicontinuous [MHS, Lemma 2.1]. By duality, the same is true for injective
dimension. For any given i, the function Exti : X×Y → N given by (M,N) 7→ dimK Ext
i
Q/I(M,N)
is upper semicontinuous [MHS, Lemma 1.2]. In particular, if we fix a representation M ∈ X, the
function N 7→ dimK Ext
i
Q/I(M,N) is upper semicontinuous, and there is a similar statement when
fixing the other argument. Given two irreducible components C ⊆ X and C ′ ⊆ Y , we will use
Exti(C,C ′) to denote the minimum value of Exti restricted to C × C ′. In this case, the minimum
is attained on an open dense subset.
For representations M and N , the function HomQ/I(M,N) → N
Q0 given by ϕ 7→ dimkerϕ is
upper semicontinuous. Hence there is a unique maximal dimension vector γ such that the set of
linear maps M → N with rank γ is open. We call this the generic rank for M and N . See [Sch2,
Lemma 5.1] and its proof for details. Similarly, we can form the subbundle
Hom(Q/I,C,C ′) = {(ϕ,M,N) ∈ HomK(K
α,Kβ)×X × Y | ϕ ∈ HomQ/I(M,N)},
and the function that assigns to a triple (ϕ,M,N) the dimension of kerϕ is upper semicontinuous,
so we can define the generic rank for two components C and C ′. We can also mix and match
modules and irreducible components.
Finally, given a dominant morphism of two irreducible varieties f : X → Y , the set {y ∈ Y |
dim f−1(y) = dimX − dimY } contains a dense open subset of Y .
3.2 Global dimension 2.
Suppose that the characteristic is arbitrary and also that gldimQ/I ≤ 2 for this section. Let Q2 be
a set of homogeneous minimal relations, i.e., for all r ∈ Q2, we have that r is not contained in the
ideal generated by Q2 \ {r}. For r ∈ Q2, let tr and hr be the beginning and ending, respectively,
of the paths which are the summands in r. There is a canonical resolution just as in the case of a
quiver Q:
0→
⊕
r∈Q2
V (tr)⊗ Phr →
⊕
a∈Q1
V (ta)⊗ Pha →
⊕
x∈Q0
V (x)⊗ Px → V → 0. (3.4)
It follows that the Euler form for Q/I (3.1) can be defined as
〈α, β〉I =
∑
x∈Q0
α(x)β(x) −
∑
a∈Q1
α(ta)β(ha) +
∑
r∈Q2
α(tr)β(hr).
Remark 3.5. Suppose dimV = α and pdimV ≤ 1. We claim that the weight σα of the semi-
invariant cV on Rep(Q/I, β) is given by σα(x) = 〈α, εx〉I .
First, let 0 → P1 → P0 → V → 0 be a projective resolution, and choose W ∈ Rep(Q/I, β).
For x ∈ Q0, we know by (3.4) that the number of times that Px appears in P0 minus the number
of times that Px appears in P1 is 〈α, εx〉I . Hence when we apply Hom(−,W ) to the projective
resolution, we can use the proof of [Sch1, Lemma 1.4] to conclude our desired result. 
Remark 3.6. We will use the following facts repeatedly without explicit mention. If V is a
module with pdimV ≤ 1, then pdimV ′ ≤ 1 for any submodule V ′ ⊆ V . To see this, first note that
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pdimV ≤ 1 is equivalent to the functor Ext2(V,−) being identically 0. Using that gldimQ/I ≤ 2,
we see that Ext2(V,W ) = 0 implies that Ext2(V ′,W ) = 0 for all modulesW . Dually, if idimV ≤ 1,
then idimV/V ′ ≤ 1 for any submodule V ′ ⊆ V . 
Proposition 3.7. Suppose gldimQ/I ≤ 2, and let M be a representation of Q/I such that
Ext2(M,M) = 0. Set α = dimM . Then M is a nonsingular point of Rep(Q/I, α), and
dimM Rep(Q/I, α) =
∑
a∈Q1
α(ta)α(ha) −
∑
r∈Q2
α(tr)α(hr).
Here dimxX means the local dimension of X at x ∈ X.
Proof. See [BS, Proposition 2.2].
Definition 3.8. Set
Qe0 = {0, 1} ×Q0,
Qe1 = {((0, ta), (0, ha)) | a ∈ Q1} ∪ {((1, ta), (0, ha)) | a ∈ Q1} ∪ {((1, ta), (1, ha)) | a ∈ Q1}.
There is an abuse of notation here since two arrows might have the same head and tail, but
we hope the meaning is clear. Define an ideal of relations Ie as follows. For every relation∑
p λpapd(p) · · · ap2ap1 in I, we take the homogeneous components of the relations
∑
p λpa
′
pd(p)
· · · a′p2a
′
p1
where a′x = ((0, ta), (0, ha)) + ((1, ta), (0, ha)) + ((1, ta), (1, ha)). We call Q
e/Ie the extension
quiver of Q/I. 
Remark 3.9. Given a representation V of Qe/Ie, there is an associated representation V ′ of
Q/I along with a choice of submodule V ′′ ⊂ V ′ by setting V ′x = V(0,x) ⊕ V(1,x) and V
′′
x = V(0,x).
Conversely, given an inclusion of Q/I-modules V ′′ ⊂ V ′, one can associate to it a representation
V of Qe/Ie by picking a basis for V ′′ and extending it to a basis for V ′. There is some ambiguity
about this choice of basis, but it will not affect our discussions. 
Proposition 3.10. If gldimQ/I ≤ 2, then gldimQe/Ie ≤ 2.
Proof. It will be enough to show that every simple representation S(n,x) has projective dimension at
most 2. The projective modules P(0,x) are supported in {0}×Q, so pdimQe/Ie S(0,x) = pdimQ/I Sx ≤
2 by assumption. Otherwise, we claim that
0→
⊕
r∈Q2, tr=x
P(0,hr) ⊕ P(1,hr)
d2−→
⊕
a∈Q1, ta=x
P(0,ha) ⊕ P(1,ha)
d1−→ P(1,x)
d0−→ S(1,x) → 0.
is a projective resolution. It is clear that d0 is surjective and that image d1 = ker d0. An element in
ker d1 is a linear combination of paths p(n,a) starting at (n, ha) for various n ∈ {0, 1} and a ∈ Q1
with ta = x, all of which end at a common vertex (m, y), such that appending a to the beginning
of p(n,a) and taking the sum gives 0, i.e., is a relation between (1, x) and (m, y) in I
e. Hence
image d2 = ker d1.
Finally, we show that d2 is injective. An element in ker d2 is a linear combination of paths p(n,r)
starting at (n, hr) for various n ∈ {0, 1} and r ∈ Q2 with tr = x and r =
∑
p λpapd(p) · · · ap2ap1 , all
of which end at a common vertex (m, y), such that appending
∑
p λpapd(p) · · · ap2 to the beginning
of each p(n,r) and taking the sum gives 0. If this element is nonzero, this will imply that there is a
minimal relation in Ie such that the beginning of one of its paths coincides with the ending of one
of the paths of r. This contradicts the fact that gldimQ/I ≤ 2 and our definition of Ie.
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Proposition 3.11. Let N ⊂ M be representations of Q/I so that M ′ = (N ⊂ M) is naturally a
representation of Qe/Ie. If Ext2(M/N,M/N) = Ext2(M,N) = 0, then Ext2Qe/Ie(M
′,M ′) = 0.
Proof. Let P• → M
′ → 0 be the canonical resolution (3.4) of M ′. Write P
(n)
i for the summands
of Pi starting at vertices of {n} × Q0. Since P3 = 0, it is enough to show that Hom(P1,M
′) →
Hom(P2,M
′) is surjective. This homomorphism can be broken up into two pieces. The first piece
is Hom(P
(0)
1 ,M
′) → Hom(P
(0)
2 ,M
′), which is the same thing as Hom(P
(0)
1 , N) → Hom(P
(0)
2 , N),
whose cokernel can be identified with Ext2Q/I(M,N) = 0. Hence this part is surjective, and
the second piece is Hom(P
(1)
1 ,M
′) → Hom(P
(1)
2 ,M
′), which is the same as Hom(P
(1)
1 ,M/N) →
Hom(P
(1)
2 ,M/N). But this map is also surjective since the cokernel of this map can be identified
with Ext2Q/I(M/N,M/N) = 0.
Example 3.12. Let Q/I be the quiver 1
α
−→ 2
β
−→ 3 with the relation βα = 0. Let M be the
representation K → 0 → K and let N be the subrepresentation 0 → 0 → K. The projective
resolution for M ′ = (N ⊂M) for Qe/Ie is
0→ P(1,3) ⊕ P(0,3) → P(0,2) ⊕ P(1,2) → P(1,1) ⊕ P(0,3) →M
′ → 0.
The first map in the above proof becomes
0 = Hom(P
(0)
1 , N)→ Hom(P
(0)
2 , N) = K
which we naturally think of as Ext2Q/I(M,N) = K so that Ext
2(M ′,M ′) = K. In this example, it
is easy to produce a nonzero element of Ext2(M ′,M ′):
0→
K 0 0
0 0 K
→
K 0 0
0 0 0
⊕
0 K 0
0 K K
→
K K 0
0 K 0
⊕
0 0 0
0 0 K
→
K 0 0
0 0 K
→ 0,
where we have drawn Qe/Ie as
(1, 1) //
$$J
JJ
J
(1, 2) //
$$J
JJ
J
(1, 3)
(0, 1) // (0, 2) // (0, 3)
,
and the arrows in each direct summand are nonzero whenever possible. If we instead took N =
(K → 0→ 0), then Ext2(M ′,M ′) = 0. 
3.3 Quiver Grassmannians.
Suppose that the characteristic is arbitrary except in Proposition 3.15 where the characteristic is
different from 2. We continue to use the notation of the previous section. Given two nonnegative
integers k ≤ n, Gr(k, n) denotes the Grassmannian, a variety parametrizing the k-dimensional
subspaces of a fixed n-dimensional vector space. It is a projective variety of dimension k(n − k).
Given a quiver with relations Q/I, a module W , and a dimension vector γ, we let Gr(γ,W ) be
the quiver Grassmannian, which is the variety of submodules of W of dimension γ. This is a
projective variety and the calculation of its dimension in some special cases will be the subject of
our attention for this section. We will only be using topological properties of this variety, so its
scheme structure will not play a role in this paper.
Let β be a dimension vector and let Rep(Q/I, β)′ be the closure inside Rep(Q/I, β) of points
corresponding to representations with injective dimension at most 1, and let W be such a repre-
sentation. Fix a dimension vector γ ≤ β, and let Gr(γ,W )′ denote the subvariety of the quiver
Grassmannian consisting of submodules U ⊆W such that dimU = γ and idimU ≤ 1.
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Theorem 3.13. With the notation above, suppose that Gr(γ,W )′ is nonempty for a general W
with idimW ≤ 1. Then there is a nonempty open set Ω ⊆ Rep(Q/I, β)′ such that dimGr(γ,W )′ =
〈γ, β − γ〉I for W ∈ Ω.
Proof. Let Gr(γ, β) =
∏
x∈Q0
Gr(γ(x), β(x)) denote a product of ordinary Grassmannians and
let Rep(Q/I, γ ⊂ β) be the closure inside of Rep(Q/I, β)′ ×Gr(γ, β) of the set of points (W,V )
such that idimW ≤ 1 and such that the subspaces determined by V form a submodule of W with
idimV ≤ 1. Consider the projection π2 : Rep(Q/I, γ ⊂ β) → Gr(γ, β). The fiber over a point V
consists of all representation structures on Kβ such that V forms a submodule with idimV ≤ 1.
To better describe this fiber, first choose a splitting Kβ = Kγ ⊕Kβ−γ of vector spaces. Define
a dimension vector α of Qe/Ie by α(0, x) = γ(x) and α(1, x) = (β − γ)(x).
Let Z ⊂ Rep(Qe/Ie, α) be the subvariety consisting of modules M such that idimM ≤ 1 when
thought of as a module over Q/I. There is a map p : Z → Rep(Q/I, γ) which sends W to the
restriction of W to the subquiver {0}×Q0. The subvariety Rep(Q/I, γ)
′ of Rep(Q/I, γ) consisting
of representations with injective dimension at most 1 is open (and nonempty by our assumptions),
so Z ′ = p−1(Rep(Q/I, γ)′) can be identified with π−12 (V ). We know that gldimQ
e/Ie ≤ 2 by
Proposition 3.10. So by Proposition 3.11, the local dimension at every point of Z ′ is given by
Proposition 3.7. Hence we have
dimπ−12 (V ) =
∑
x∈Qe0
α(x)2 − 〈α,α〉Ie =
∑
x∈Q0
(β − γ)(x)β(x) +
∑
x∈Q0
γ(x)2 − 〈β − γ, β〉I − 〈γ, γ〉I ,
and thus
dimRep(Q/I, γ ⊂ β) = dimGr(γ, β) + dimπ−12 (V )
=
∑
x∈Q0
γ(x)(β − γ)(x) + dimπ−12 (V )
=
∑
x∈Q0
β(x)2 − 〈β − γ, β〉I − 〈γ, γ〉I .
By Proposition 3.7, Rep(Q/I, β)′ is equidimensional of dimension
∑
x∈Q0
β(x)2 − 〈β, β〉I . For
W ∈ Rep(Q/I, β)′, we have π−11 (W ) = Gr(γ,W )
′. Hence there is an open set Ω such that for
W ∈ Ω, one has
dimGr(γ,W )′ = dimRep(Q/I, γ ⊂ β)− dimRep(Q/I, β)′
= −〈β − γ, β〉I − 〈γ, γ〉I + 〈β, β〉I = 〈γ, β − γ〉I .
Remark 3.14. We can also consider the dual situation of a representation W with pdimW ≤ 1
and its quiver Grassmannian Gr(W,γ)′ of γ-dimensional quotients U with pdimU ≤ 1. Following
the above proof will also show that dimGr(W,γ)′ = 〈β− γ, γ〉I for generic W , or we can apply the
duality functor HomK(−,K). 
We need to calculate the dimension of quiver Grassmannians when W is a symmetric represen-
tation of a triple flag quiver (see Section 4.2).
Proposition 3.15. Suppose that the characteristic is different from 2. Let Q be an r-uple flag
quiver and βδ denote the corresponding dimension vector. Then for general symmetric W where
the appropriate maps are injective and surjective, and γ ≤ βδ such that γ(u) ≥ γ(Xn) + γ(τ(Xn))
for all X ∈ {x, y, z}, we have dimGr(γ,W )′ = 〈γ, β − γ〉I .
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Proof. Let Q/I be the following symmetric quiver with relations:
Kn
a
−→ K2n+δ
τ(a)
−−→ Kn
where τ(a)a = 0 and K2n+δ has a bilinear form. Let β be this dimension vector and pick γ ≤ β
such that γ2 ≥ γ1 + γ3 and Gr(γ,W )
′ is nonempty for general symmetric W . We use the setup
from the proof of Theorem 3.13:
SRep(Q/I, β)
pi1←− SRep(Q/I, γ ⊂ β)
pi2−→ Gr(γ, β)
Then π2 is surjective by assumption on γ, so
dimGr(γ,W )′ = dimGr(γ, β) + dimπ−12 − dimSRep(Q/I, β),
where dimπ−12 is the dimension of a general fiber of π2.
We can show directly that dimGr(γ,W )′ = 〈γ, β − γ〉I when Wa is injective and Wτ(a) is
surjective. To get a γ-dimensional submodule U , we first choose a γ1-dimensional subspace in
Kn, which gives γ1(n − γ1) dimensions of choices. This determines its image in K
2n+δ. Set
d = γ2 − γ1 − γ3. We need dimkerUτ(a) = γ2 − γ3 and Ua(K
γ1) ⊂ kerUτ(a), so to pick the rest of
the kernel, we pick a d-dimensional subspace of kerWτ(a)/Ua(K
γ1). Since dimkerWτ(a) = n + δ,
this gives us d(n+ δ − γ1 − d) dimensions of choice.
Finally, we choose a γ3-dimensional subspace in K
2n+δ/(Kγ1 +Kd) disjoint from the image of
Wa(K
n). A generic choice of subspace works, so we get γ3(2n+ δ− γ2) dimensions of choice. This
determines the γ3-dimensional subspace in the last K
n. Thus,
dimGr(γ,W )′ = γ1(n − γ1) + d(n + δ + γ3 − γ2) + γ3(2n+ δ − γ2)
= γ1(n − γ1) + (γ2 − γ1)(2n + δ − γ2) + d(γ3 − n)
= γ1(n − γ1) + γ2(2n + δ − γ2) + γ3(n− γ3)
− γ1(2n + δ − γ2)− γ2(n− γ3) + γ1(n− γ3)
= 〈γ, β − γ〉I .
From this, it is a quick check to show that dimGr(γ,W )′ = 〈γ, β−γ〉I for the symmetric quiver
with relations
K1 → K2 → · · · → Kn
a
−→ K2n+δ
τ(a)
−−→ Kn → · · · → K1.
We get the formula
dimπ−12 = −
∑
a∈Q1
γ(ta)(β − γ)(ha) +
∑
r∈Q2
γ(tr)(β − γ)(hr) + dimSRep(Q/I, β).
This formula is “additive” with respect to the number r of arms (the formula only involves arrows
and relations, and not vertices), and the general fiber π−12 when there are r arms can be thought
of as the direct product of r copies of the general fiber when there is 1 arm. So we can work as in
the proof of Theorem 3.13 to conclude that dimGr(γ,W )′ = 〈γ, β − γ〉I for r arms.
3.4 Calculating Ext1Q/I.
Suppose that the characteristic is arbitrary in this section. Recall from Section 3.3 that Gr(γ,W )′
denotes the variety of submodules U of W with dimU = γ and idimU ≤ 1.
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Lemma 3.16. Suppose gldimQ/I ≤ 2, and let α be a dimension vector and let W be a represen-
tation of dimension β. Assume that the following conditions hold.
(a) There is an irreducible component C ⊆ Rep(Q/I, α) such that a general representation V
satisfies idimV ≤ 1 and pdimV ≤ 1. Let γ be the generic rank of a homomorphism between a
representation of C and W .
(b) idimW ≤ 1 and dimGr(γ,W )′ = 〈γ, β − γ〉I .
Then dimExt1(C,W ) = −〈α− γ, β − γ〉I .
Proof. The proof proceeds like the proof of [Sch2, Theorem 5.2]. Define
Hom(Kα, γ,W ) = {(ϕ,U) ∈ HomK(K
α,W )×Gr(γ,W )′ | ϕ(Kα) = U}.
For U ∈ Gr(γ,W )′, the fiber of U in Hom(Kα, γ,W ) can be identified with an open subset of
HomK(K
α, U), so has dimension
∑
x∈Q0
α(x)γ(x). So by (b), we have
dimHom(Kα, γ,W ) = 〈γ, β − γ〉I +
∑
x∈Q0
α(x)γ(x).
Now define
Hom(Q,α, γ,W ) = {(M,ϕ,U) ∈ C ×Hom(Kα, γ,W ) | ϕ ∈ HomQ/I(M,U)},
and let π1 and π2 be the projections of Hom(Q,α, γ,W ) to C and Hom(K
α, γ,W ), respectively. A
point in π−12 (ϕ,U) is a collection of linear maps {Ma : K
α(ta) → Kα(ha)}a∈Q1 that lift the maps in
U .
We can rephrase these lifts as certain representations of Qe/Ie of dimension αe where αe(0, x) =
(α − γ)(x) and αe(1, x) = γ(x) for x ∈ Q0. A general representation M ∈ Rep(Q
e/Ie, αe) satisfies
Ext2(M,M) = 0 by (a) and Proposition 3.11. So by Proposition 3.7,
dimRep(Qe/Ie, αe) =
∑
x∈Q0
α(x)(α − γ)(x)− 〈α,α − γ〉I +
∑
x∈Q0
γ(x)2 − 〈γ, γ〉I
There is a map q : Rep(Qe/Ie, αe) → Rep(Q/I, γ) which sends a representation to its quotient
which is supported on {1} × Q0. Let N ∈ Rep(Q/I, γ) be a representation which appears as the
image of a map V → W for general V ∈ C. Let C ′ ⊆ Rep(Q/I, γ) be the irreducible component
containing N . Then the general rank of a homomorphism between C ′ and Rep(Q/I, β) is γ, so we
may rechoose the above N so that dim q−1(N) = dimRep(Qe/Ie, αe) − dimC ′. This also shows
that the image of π2 contains a nonempty open set. Also, idimN ≤ 1 since it is a quotient of V ,
and we can identify q−1(N) with π−12 (ϕ,U), so
dimHom(Q,α, γ,W ) = dimHom(Kα, γ,W ) + dimπ−12 (ϕ,U)
= dimHom(Kα, γ,W ) + dimRep(Qe/Ie, αe)− dimC ′
= 〈γ, β − γ〉I +
∑
x∈Q0
α(x)γ(x)
+
∑
a∈Q1
α(ta)(α − γ)(ha) −
∑
r∈Q2
α(tr)(α − γ)(hr).
(3.17)
On the other hand, there is an open subset Ω ⊆ C that is contained in the image of π1 by
definition of γ. So dimπ−11 (Ω) = dimHom(Q,α, γ,W ). Furthermore, for general M ∈ Ω such
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that dimHomQ/I(M,W ) = Hom(C,W ), we have that the fiber π
−1
1 (M) is a dense open subset of
HomQ/I(M,W ). So we get
dimHom(Q,α, γ,W ) = dimRep(Q/I, α) + dimπ−11 (M)
=
∑
a∈Q1
α(ta)α(ha) −
∑
r∈Q2
α(tr)α(hr) + Hom(C,W ). (3.18)
Putting together (3.17) and (3.18) we get
〈γ, β − γ〉I + 〈α, γ〉I = Hom(C,W )
Now Ext2(C,W ) = 0 by (b), so we can rewrite this equality as
〈α, β〉I + Ext
1(C,W ) = 〈γ, β − γ〉I + 〈α, γ〉I ,
from which we conclude that Ext1(C,W ) = −〈α− γ, β − γ〉I .
Theorem 3.19. Let Q/I be a quiver with relations and let α and β be dimension vectors. Assume
that the conditions of Lemma 3.16 hold and use the same notation. Then for generic V ∈ C, we
have dimExt1Q/I(V,W ) = maxβ′ −〈α, β
′〉I where the maximum is over all dimension vectors β
′ of
factor modules of W .
Proof. Pick V ∈ C so that a generic map V → W has rank γ. We always have the inequality
dimExt1(V,W ) ≥ maxβ′ −〈α, β
′〉I , so the content of the result is that there exists a factor module
W ′ of W such that dimExt1(V,W ) = −〈α,dimW ′〉I .
If γ = 0, then Hom(V,W ) = 0 and hence Ext1(V,W ) = −〈α, β〉I since Ext
2(V,W ) = 0 by
Lemma 3.16(b). Otherwise if γ 6= 0, pick a map of rank γ, and let V ′ be the kernel and W ′ be
the cokernel. Let CV ′ and CW ′ be the irreducible components containing V
′ and W ′, respectively.
Now idimW ′ ≤ 1 since idimW ≤ 1, so Ext2(V ′,W ′) = 0, which means that dimExt1(V ′,W ′) ≥
−〈α− γ, β − γ〉I . We also have surjections
Ext1(V,W )։ Ext1(V,W ′)։ Ext1(V ′,W ′),
the first because pdimV ≤ 1, and the second because idimW ′ ≤ 1. By Lemma 3.16, dimExt1(V,W ) =
−〈α − γ, β − γ〉I , which forces dimExt
1(V ′,W ′) = −〈α − γ, β − γ〉I , which is its minimal pos-
sible value, so Ext1(CV ′ , CW ′) = −〈α − γ, β − γ〉I = Ext
1(C,W ). This also implies that the
above surjections are isomorphisms so that Ext1(C,CW ′) ≤ Ext
1(C,W ). But we know that
Ext1(CV ′ , CW ′) ≤ Ext
1(C,CW ′) since idimW
′ ≤ 1. In particular, Ext1(C,CW ′) = Ext
1(C,W ).
Now a general representation CW ′ satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 3.16: the fact that
idimCW ′ ≤ 1 we have already mentioned; we can apply Theorem 3.13 because if γ
′ is the generic
rank of a map ϕ : V ′′ →W ′, where V ′′ ∈ C is generic, then Gr(γ′,W ′)′ is nonempty because ϕ(V ′′)
is a quotient of V ′′ and hence idimϕ(V ′′) ≤ 1. Therefore, by induction on dimW , we conclude that
for general X ∈ CW ′, dimExt
1(V,X) = −〈α, β′′〉I where β
′′ = dimW ′′ for some factor module W ′′
of X. Since a general representation in this component has a factor module of dimension β′′, the
same is true for W ′ [Sch2, Lemma 3.1], and hence is also true for W .
4 Orthogonal and symplectic Littlewood–Richardson coefficients.
4.1 Representation theory of the classical groups.
Suppose that the characteristic is 0. Let E be a (2n + δ)-dimensional vector space over K (where
δ ∈ {0, 1}) and let ω be a nondegenerate symplectic or symmetric bilinear form on E. Let G be
the subgroup of SL(E) which preserves ω. In order to be precise let us just list the cases:
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1. Case Bn: We have δ = 1, ω is symmetric, G = SO(E) ∼= SO(2n+ 1).
2. Case Cn: We have δ = 0, ω is skew-symmetric, G = Sp(E) ∼= Sp(2n).
3. Case Dn: We have δ = 0, ω is symmetric, G = SO(E) ∼= SO(2n).
We identify the weight lattice of G with Zn = Z〈ε1, . . . , εn〉 equipped with the standard dot
product. Since we have assumed that K is algebraically closed, we can find a basis e1, . . . , e2n+δ
for E such that 1 = ω(ei, e2n+δ+1−i) = ±ω(e2n+δ+1−i, ei) (the sign depending on whether ω is
symmetric or skew-symmetric) for i = 1, . . . , n + δ, and all other pairings are 0. Representing
elements of G as matrices with respect to this ordered basis, we can take our maximal torus T
to be the subgroup of diagonal matrices, and our Borel subgroup B to be the subgroup of upper
triangular matrices. We identify (λ1, . . . , λn) ∈ Z
n with the character λ : T → K∗ given by
diag(d1, . . . , d2n+δ) 7→ d
λ1
1 d
λ2
2 · · · d
λn
n .
To be completely explicit, we list the simple roots and the conditions for a weight to be dominant
under this identification in Table 1.
Table 1: Roots and weights
SO(2n + 1) Sp(2n) SO(2n)
simple roots
ε1 − ε2, ε2 − ε3,
. . . , εn−1 − εn, εn
ε1 − ε2, ε2 − ε3,
. . . , εn−1 − εn, 2εn
ε1 − ε2, ε2 − ε3, . . .
εn−1 − εn, εn−1 + εn
dominant weights λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λn ≥ 0 λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λn ≥ 0 λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λn−1 ≥ |λn|
We review the relevant details of Weyl’s construction for these representations in characteristic
0. Given 1 ≤ i < j ≤ d, we have a contraction map
Ψi<j : E
⊗d → E⊗d−2
v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vd 7→ ω(vi, vj)v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vˆi ⊗ · · · ⊗ vˆj ⊗ · · · ⊗ vd,
and we define
E〈d〉 =
⋂
1≤i<j≤d
kerΨi<j.
The irreducible polynomial representation of GL(E) of highest weight λ can be constructed using a
Young symmetrizer acting on E⊗d where d = |λ|. The details of this construction won’t be needed,
but details can be found in [Pro, §9.7] and [Wey, §2.2]. Let Sλ(E) denote such a realization. This
notation is compatible with its use in Section 2.3. Also, recall that ℓ(λ) is the number of nonzero
parts of a partition λ. Finally, we define
S[λ](E) = E
〈d〉 ∩ Sλ(E).
Proposition 4.1. The intersection S[λ](E) is nonzero if and only if ℓ(λ) ≤ n. For ℓ(λ) ≤ n, we
have the following cases.
(a) Case Bn: S[λ](E) is an irreducible representation of SO(E) with highest weight λ.
(b) Case Cn: S[λ](E) is an irreducible representation of Sp(E) with highest weight λ.
(c) Case Dn: S[λ](E) is an irreducible representation of O(E). If λn = 0, then S[λ](E) is an irre-
ducible representation of SO(E) with highest weight λ. Otherwise, if λn > 0, then S[λ](E) is the
direct sum of two irreducible representations of SO(E), one of highest weight (λ1, . . . , λn−1, λn),
and one of highest weight (λ1, . . . , λn−1,−λn).
Proof. See [Pro, §§11.6.3, 11.6.6].
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Remark 4.2. In types Bn and Cn, all representations are self-dual. The same is true for type Dn
when n is even. When n is odd, the dual of a representation of type Dn with highest weight
(β1, . . . , βn−1, βn) has highest weight (β1, . . . , βn−1,−βn). This follows from [Pro, Proposition
10.5.3]. In particular, we see from Proposition 4.1 that S[λ](E)
∗ ∼= S[λ](E) in all cases. 
4.2 Flag quivers.
Suppose that the characteristic is different from 2. Pick positive integers n and r. We construct
symmetric quivers Q+r,n and Q
−
r,n as follows. The vertices consist of x
j
i and τ(x
j
i ) where j = 1, . . . , r
and i = 1, . . . , n along with an additional vertex u = τ(u). For notation we use xjn+1 to denote u for
any j = 1, . . . , r. The action of the involution τ is suggested by the notation and s(u) is given by
the superscript of Q±r,n. For each j = 1, . . . , r and each i = 1, . . . , n, we have an arrow x
j
i
aji−→ xji+1
and τ(xji+1)
τ(aji )−−−→ τ(xji ). Again, the action of τ is suggested by the notation. Furthermore, we
impose the relations τ(ajn)a
j
n = 0 for j = 1, . . . , r. We have drawn a diagram in the case r = 3:
x11
a11 // x12
a12 // · · ·
a1n−1
// x1n
a1n
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
G
τ(x1n)
τ(a1n−1)
// · · ·
τ(a12) // τ(x12)
τ(a11) // τ(x11)
x21
a21 // x22
a22 // · · ·
a2n−1
// x2n
a2n // u = τ(u)
τ(a2n) //
τ(a1n)
::ttttttttt
τ(a3n)
%%J
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
τ(x2n)
τ(a2n−1)
// · · ·
τ(a22) // τ(x22)
τ(a21) // τ(x21)
x31
a31 // x32
a32 // · · ·
a3n−1
// x3n
a3n
;;wwwwwwwwww
τ(x3n)
τ(a3n−1)
// · · ·
τ(a32) // τ(x32)
τ(a31) // τ(x31)
.
We call Q+r,n the orthogonal flag quiver and Q
−
r,n the symplectic flag quiver. We define a
dimension vector βδ by βδ(xji ) = i for j = 1, . . . , r and i = 1, . . . , n, and define β
δ(u) = 2n + δ.
Since δ = 0 in the symplectic case, we will usually write β = β0 in this case. We will use Qr,n to
denote the underlying quiver with relations.
Proposition 4.3. The quiver Qr,n has global dimension 2.
Proof. It is enough to show that every simple module Sx has a projective resolution of length at
most 2. We write down the resolutions and leave the verification to the reader. For u, we have
0→
r⊕
j=1
P
τ(xjn)
→ Pu → Su → 0.
For each j = 1, . . . , r and i = 1, . . . , n we have (with the convention that P
τ(xj0)
= 0):
0→ P
τ(xji−1)
→ P
τ(xji )
→ S
τ(xji )
→ 0
0→ P
xji+1
→ P
xji
→ S
xji
→ 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1)
0→ P
τ(xjn)
→ Pu → Pxjn → Sxjn → 0.
From now on, we replace all instances of orthogonal groups by special orthogonal groups in
the definition of semi-invariants. In effect, we are ignoring the action of O(V )/SO(V ) on semi-
invariants. Hence we do not have to worry about irreducible components of SRep(Q/I, β) not being
closed under the action of G(Q,β).
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A symmetric representation V ∈ SRep(Q+r,n, β
δ) is given by the data of (2n + δ)-dimensional
vector space V (u) equipped with a nondegenerate symmetric form, in addition to arbitrary vector
spaces V (xji ) of dimension i and arbitrary linear maps Vaji
for j = 1, . . . , r and i = 1, . . . , n. The
relation τ(ajn)a
j
n = 0 is equivalent to saying that the image of V (x
j
n) under Vajn is an isotropic
subspace. This can be seen by picking a hyperbolic basis for V (u). There is a similar interpretation
for a symmetric representation in SRep(Q−r,n, β).
Let Z ′ ⊂ Hom(V (xjn), V (u)) be the subvariety of maps whose image is an isotropic subspace.
Let Y be the Grassmannian of n-dimensional isotropic subspaces of V (u). Then Y is equipped with
a trivial vector bundle V (u) × Y and a tautological subbundle R ⊂ V (u) × Y given by {(x,W ) |
x ∈W}. We can also form the vector bundle Z = Hom(V (xjn),R) = V (x
j
n)∗⊗R. Then Z consists
of pairs (ϕ,W ) where ϕ : V (xjn)→ W , so there is a natural projection π : Z → Hom(V (x
j
n), V (u))
whose image is Z ′.
Proposition 4.4. The map π : Z → Z ′ is a projective birational morphism.
Proof. Since Y is a projective variety, the projection V (u)×Y → V (u) is projective, so the same is
true for the restriction π. The set of injective maps in Z ′ is open and dense, and there is a uniquely
defined inverse on this open set.
Corollary 4.5. The open subset of Z ′ consisting of injective maps is nonsingular.
In the symplectic case and the odd orthogonal case, Y is an irreducible variety since it has a
transitive action of Sp(V (u)) and SO(V (u)), respectively. So Z ′ is also irreducible in these cases.
In the even orthogonal case, SO(V (u)) does not act transitively on Y . However O(V (u)) does
act transitively, so Y has two connected components. To describe them, fix a maximal isotropic
subspace W ⊂ V (u). Then one component consists of subspaces whose intersection with W has
even dimension, and the other component consists of subspaces whose intersection with W has
odd dimension. In particular, the subvariety Z ′ ⊂ Hom(V (xjn), V (u)) of isotropic maps has two
irreducible components. Each component has a dense open subset consisting of injective maps
ϕ and the components are distinguished by whether dim(ϕ(V (Xn)) ∩W ) is even or odd. Their
intersection consists of the non-injective maps.
Proposition 4.6. The varieties SRep(Q+r,n, β
1) and SRep(Q−r,n, β) are irreducible. The vari-
ety SRep(Q+r,n, β
0) has 2r irreducible components. Each of the components is faithful (see Sec-
tion 3.1.2).
Proof. The varieties Hom(V (xji ), V (x
j
i+1)) are irreducible for j = 1, . . . , r and i = 1, . . . , n − 1,
so the statements about the irreducible components follow from the preceding discussion. The
faithfulness of the components in SRep(Q+r,n, β
0) follows from their explicit description in the
preceding discussion.
Corollary 4.7. The restriction of π for each irreducible component X of SRep(Q±r,n, β
δ) is a
rational desingularization. In particular, they are normal varieties.
This follows from the results of [Wey, Chapter 5]. We won’t need it, so we omit the details.
Proposition 4.8. Let V be a representation of Q±n . Then pdimV ≤ 1 if and only if the maps
V (xjn) → V (u) are injective for j = 1, . . . , r. Dually, idimV ≤ 1 if and only if the maps W (u) →
W (τ(xjn)) are surjective for j = 1, . . . , r.
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Proof. Throughout the proof, let Q/I denote either the quiver with relations Q+r,n or Q
−
r,n.
First we prove that if the maps V (xjn) → V (u) are injective, then pdimV ≤ 1. Let V ′ be the
submodule generated by the V (xjn) for j = 1, . . . , r. Then pdimV/V ′ ≤ 1 since V/V ′ is supported
on a quiver without relations. So pdimV ≤ 1 if we can prove that pdimV ′ ≤ 1. Furthermore, the
submodule V ′′ of V ′ generated by the V ′(τ(Xn)) is supported in a quiver without relations, so it
is enough to show that pdimW ≤ 1 where W = V ′/V ′′.
Set P0 =
⊕r
j=1 P
⊕α(xjn)
xjn
. To say that the kernel P1 of the surjection P0 →W → 0 is projective,
it is enough to say that the submodule of P0 generated by P1(u) is projective, which in our situation
amounts to saying that the maps P1(τ(a
j
n)) are injective. Pick a basis v1, . . . , vN for P1(u). Each
basis vector vi can be written as vi = v
1
i + · · · + v
r
i where v
j
i ∈ P
⊕α(xjn)
xjn
(u), and its image in
P1(τ(x
j
n)) is vi − v
j
i . Suppose that the vectors v1 − v
j
1, . . . , vN − v
j
N are linearly dependent. Since
v1, . . . , vN are linearly independent, this means that some nonzero linear combination of the vi is
in P
⊕α(xjn)
xjn
(u). Hence the map P
⊕α(xjn)
xjn
(u) → W (u) coming from P0 → W has a nonzero kernel,
which contradicts that W (xjn)→ W (u) is injective. Therefore the images of v1, . . . , vN under each
P1(τ(a
j
n)) are linearly independent, so we are done.
On the other hand, if the map V (xjn) → V (u) is not injective, then P0 will contain a direct
summand P
xjn
such that P
xjn
(u) will be in the kernel of P0 → V → 0. This requires that P1 contain
a summand Pu, and the restriction of the map P1 → P0 to this summand will not be injective.
The dual statement about injective dimension is proved in a similar manner, or can be obtained
by applying the duality functor HomK(−,K).
4.3 Back to semi-invariants.
Suppose that the characteristic is 0. Now we calculate the space of semi-invariants of SRep(Q±r,n, β
δ).
First, we need a better understanding of what the coordinate ring of SRep(Q±r,n, β
δ) is. Since
SRep(Q±r,n, β
δ) is an r-fold product of SRep(Q±1,n, β
δ), it is enough to calculate the coordinate
ring in the case r = 1. Let R denote this variety in the case r = 1 and set xi = x
1
i and let
Z ⊂ Hom(V (xn), V (u)) denote the subvariety of maps whose image is an isotropic subspace. Then
R is a product of an affine space with Z, so we just need to describe the coordinate ring of Z.
By the Cauchy identity (2.10), the polynomial functions on Hom(V (xn), V (u)) are given by
Sym(V (xn)⊗ V (u)
∗) =
⊕
λ
Sλ(V (xn))⊗ Sλ(V (u)
∗).
Imposing the relation that the image of the map must be an isotropic subspace means that after
applying the Schur functor Sλ, the image of Sλ(V (xn))→ Sλ(V (u)) must be in the kernel of each
contraction map as described in Section 4.1. So the coordinate ring of Z is a quotient of⊕
λ
Sλ(V (xn))⊗ S[λ](V (u)
∗).
In fact, we have equality. To see this, note that Sλ(V (xn)) ⊗ Sλ(V (u)
∗) is nonzero on some map
ϕ. We can conjugate ϕ by GL(V (u)) to gϕ so that the image of gϕ is an isotropic subspace.
Hence Sλ(V (xn))⊗ Sλ(V (u)
∗) will also be nonzero on gϕ, and Sλ(V (xn)) ⊗ S[λ](V (u)
∗) has to be
nonzero on gϕ. Furthermore, letting G be either GL(V (xn))×O(V (u)) or GL(V (xn))×Sp(V (u))
depending on which case we are in, Sλ(V (xn)) ⊗ S[λ](V (u)
∗) is an irreducible G-module and Z is
a G-invariant subvariety of Hom(V (xn), V (u)), so no function of Sλ(V (xn)) ⊗ S[λ](V (u)
∗) can be
identically zero on Z.
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By Proposition 4.6, the variety R is irreducible in types B and C, but has 2 components R+
and R− in type D. We want to describe the coordinate rings for R+, R− and R0 = R+ ∩ R−.
So now we assume that V (u) has a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form and has dimension 2n.
Recall from Proposition 4.1 that the representation S[λ](V (u)) is irreducible as an O(V (u))-module,
but that when λn > 0, it splits into the direct sum of two representations when considered as an
SO(V (u))-module. Call these two summands S[λ]±(V (u)). For notational purposes, the symbols
[λ]± mean [λ] in the case that λn = 0. Fix an element g ∈ O(V (u)) \ SO(V (u)). Conjugation by
g is an outer automorphism of SO(V (u)) that transforms S[λ]+(V (u)) into S[λ]−(V (u)) and vice
versa. Furthermore, while R+ and R− are preserved by SO(V (u)), the element g swaps the two of
them and preserves R0. The points in R0 consist of non-injective maps V (xn) → V (u). So when
λn > 0, the functions in Sλ(V (xn))⊗ S[λ](V (u)
∗) vanish on R0.
We claim that the “positive” and the “negative” representations of SO(V (u)) form the coordi-
nate rings of the two separate components of R. If not, suppose that both Sλ(V (xn))⊗S[λ]+(V (u)
∗)
and Sµ(V (xn)) ⊗ S[µ]−(V (u)
∗) are nonzero on the component R+ where λn > 0 and µn > 0 and
choose highest weight vectors fλ and fµ in both. Since R
+ is irreducible, fλfµ 6= 0 and has weight
(λ+µ, [λ]++[µ]−) when n is even, and has weight (λ+µ, [λ]−+[µ]+) when n is odd (Remark 4.2).
But there are no representations in K[Z] with this highest weight, which is a contradiction. There-
fore, setting
A =
⊕
λ1,...,λn−1
⊗
1≤i≤n−1
Sλi(V (xi))⊗ Sλi(V (xi+1)
∗),
we have
K[R+] = A⊗
⊕
λ
Sλ(V (xn))⊗ S[λ]+(V (u)
∗),
K[R−] = A⊗
⊕
λ
Sλ(V (xn))⊗ S[λ]−(V (u)
∗),
K[R0] = A⊗
⊕
λ, λn=0
Sλ(V (xn))⊗ S[λ](V (u)
∗).
There is no inherent way of distinguishing the two components or the representations S[λ]±(V (u)
∗),
so the formulas above should be taken as sign conventions.
Proposition 4.9. The coordinate ring of SRep(Q±r,n, β
δ) is
⊕
λ
( ⊗
1≤j≤r
1≤i≤n−1
S
λ(xji )
(V (xji ))⊗ Sλ(xji )
(V (xji+1)
∗)⊗
⊗
1≤j≤r
S
λ(xjn)
(V (xjn))⊗ S[λ(xjn)](V (u)
∗)
)
,
where λ ranges over all partition-valued functions of the set {xji}
1≤j≤r
1≤i≤n. The coordinate ring of an
irreducible component in the type D case is given by a choice of pluses and minuses ε : {xj} →
{+,−} to add to the [λ(xjn)]. We use the notation SRep(Q+r,n, β)
ε to denote the corresponding
component.
Given this description, we can now calculate the space of semi-invariants in terms of represen-
tations of the corresponding classical group. This is essentially the same as [DW1, §3] but we have
tried to provide more details.
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Lemma 4.10. If the direct summand corresponding to the function λ of Proposition 4.9 contains
a nonzero SG(Q±r,n, β
δ)-invariant, then there exist numbers σ(xji ) for i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , r
such that
λ(xji )
′ = (1σ(x
j
1), 2σ(x
j
2), . . . , iσ(x
j
i )). (4.11)
Furthermore, σ is the symmetric weight of the corresponding semi-invariant.
Proof. We prove this by induction on i. For i = 1, we have that S
λ(xj1)
(V (xj1)) is a nonzero
SL(V (xj1))-invariant if and only if λ(x
j
1)
′ = (1σ(x
j
1)) for some σ(xj1) ≥ 0 since dimV (x
j
1) = 1.
For general i, write µ′ = (1σ(x
j
i−1), 2σ(x
j
i−2), . . . , (i− 1)σ(x
j
1)). Then
S
λ(xj
i−1)
(V (xji )
∗)⊗ S
λ(xj
i
)
(V (xji ))
∼= (
i∧
V (xji ))
⊗−Σ ⊗ Sµ(V (x
j
i ))⊗ Sλ(xj
i
)
(V (xji ))
as GL(V (xji ))-representations, where Σ = σ(x
j
1) + · · · + σ(x
j
i−1) by Proposition 2.12. We see that
if there is a nonzero SL(V (xji ))-invariant, then k must appear as a part of λ(x
j
i )
′ with multiplicity
σ(xjk) for k = 1, . . . , i − 1, and i can appear with arbitrary multiplicity σ(x
j
i ) by Proposition 2.13.
Hence λ(xji ) is also in the form (4.11), and the action of GL(V (x
j
i )) on the SL(V (x
j
i ))-invariants
is via the σ(xji )th power of the determinant again by Proposition 2.13.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let Q/I denote either Q+r,n or Q
−
r,n depending on which group we are in-
terested in. If (VNλ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ VNλr )
G 6= 0, then by Lemma 4.10, there is a corresponding nonzero
weight space SSI(Q/I, βδ)
ε
Nσ for some irreducible component of SRep(Q/I, β
δ) (in type B or C,
there is only one component, in which case the superscript ε means nothing). Since this space
is spanned by Pfaffian semi-invariants by Proposition 3.2, there must be a nonzero determinantal
semi-invariant in SSI(Q/I, β)
ε
2Nσ . There is not a unique solution α for 2Nσ = σNα since σ(u) is
not defined, so the variable α(u) is not yet determined, and the variables α(τ(Xi)) are α(u) plus
some constant. When we calculate 〈α, βδ〉I , the coefficient of α(u) is 2n + δ (independent of what
r is), so using the fact that 〈α, βδ〉I = 0, we can solve for α(u) uniquely.
So there is a representation V ∈ Rep(Q/I,Nα) such that cV is nonzero on SRep(Q/I, βδ)ε. This
implies that cV is nonzero on Rep(Q/I, βδ), so we can conclude that pdimV ≤ 1 by Theorem 3.3.
Since pdimV ≤ 1, Remark 3.5 gives
0 ≥ −σ◦(τ(xjn)) = 〈α, ετ(xjn)〉I = α(τ(x
j
n))− α(u) + α(x
j
n),
so α(u) ≥ α(xjn) + α(τ(x
j
n)) for j = 1, . . . , r. Since pdimV ≤ 1 and cV 6= 0, we have that
Ext1(V,−) vanishes generically on SRep(Q/I, βδ)ε. LetW be a general element of SRep(Q/I, βδ)ε.
This implies that 〈Nα, β′〉I ≥ 0 for all dimension vectors β
′ of factor modules of W . To see this,
let W ′ ⊆W be a submodule of dimension βδ − β′. Since pdimV ≤ 1, we have Ext2(V,W ′) = 0, so
Ext1(V,W/W ′) = 0 since Ext1(V,W ) = 0. This gives 〈Nα, β′〉I = dimHom(V,W/W
′) ≥ 0, which
is the desired inequality.
So 〈α, β′〉I ≥ 0 for all dimension vectors β
′ of factor modules of W . By Proposition 4.8,
idimW ≤ 1 and pdimW ≤ 1, and the same is true for a general representation of dimension α
since we have shown that α(u) ≥ α(xjn) + α(τ(x
j
n)) for j = 1, . . . , r. Also, if γ is the generic rank
of a map between a general representation of dimension α and W , then γ(u) ≥ γ(xjn) + γ(τ(x
j
n))
for j = 1, . . . , r: the image U of such a generic map satisfies idimU ≤ 1 (being a quotient of
a module with injective dimension at most 1) and pdimU ≤ 1 (being a submodule of W ), so
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dimGr(γ,W )′ = 〈γ, β − γ〉I by Proposition 3.15. So the hypotheses of Lemma 3.16 are satisfied
and Theorem 3.19 gives V ′ ∈ Rep(Q/I, α) such that Ext1Q/I(V
′,W ) = 0. Hence Ext1Q/I(V
′,−)
vanishes generically on SRep(Q/I, βδ)ε. Finally, this means that
(V2λ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ V2λr)
G = SSI(Q/I, βδ)
ε
2σ 6= 0.
Example 4.12. Let n = 2 and r = 3 so that
βδ =
1 2 2 1
1 2 4 + δ 2 1
1 2 2 1
The product V(2) ⊗ V(2) ⊗ V(4) has a G-invariant, and from Lemma 4.10, this gives a symmetric
weight σ. The corresponding non-symmetric weight is
σ◦ =
1 0 0 −1
1 0 ? 0 −1
2 0 0 −2
.
Note that we have to halve the weights when we think of σ as a non-symmetric weight σ◦. The
question mark means that there is nothing assigned to the symmetric weight at that vertex, and
hence the non-symmetric value cannot be determined yet. Using the fact that 〈α, εx〉I = σ
◦
x gives
us that
α =
1 1 a− 1 a− 2
1 1 a a− 1 a− 2
2 2 a− 2 a− 4
for some value of a. Now 0 = 〈α, β〉I = (a− 4)(4 + δ) means that a = 4.
The product V(1) ⊗ V(1) ⊗ V(2) also has a G-invariant, but the corresponding symmetric weight
σ′ is not divisible by 2, which means that we cannot express σ′ as a non-symmetric weight. This
means that the σ′-weight space is spanned by Pfaffian semi-invariants but does not contain any
determinantal semi-invariants. 
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